Performance
The year was challenging with the full impact of COVID-19
on economy. Revenue decreased by some 5% and the group
incurred a loss after tax of Rs 1.1 billion. Hospitality suffered
most and registered more than 70% drop in revenue. The
segment however benefited from the Government Wage
Assistance Scheme, which helped to mitigate losses after tax.
These nevertheless increased from Rs 690 million to Rs 2.5
billion.

Rs

13.5 bn
Revenue

2020*: Rs 14.4 bn

Notwithstanding the challenging environment, the other
operating segments were resilient except agro-industry
which suffered from a significantly reduced cane tonnage
and a lower share of profits from associates.
We wish to put forward the commendable performances of
the real estate and fintech segments which turnaround a loss
situation to significant profits.
Real estate, which comprise of a retail asset fund (Ascencia),
an office fund (Oficea) and property development, realised
a strong performance. Ascencia implemented the Safe
Asset Group’s #SafeShopping Protocol to maintain a safe
shopping environment for customers and extended its
offering at Bagatelle Mall with the opening of Decathlon.
Oficea enlarged its offering by introducing the concept of
workspitality related services and delivered fitted out offices
to customers. Property development maintained course
with the continued development of Moka Smart City where
land and apartment sales remained buoyant, confirming
the attraction of real estate as a safe placement. The real
estate segment thus realised a profit after tax of Rs 1.3 billion
compared with a loss of Rs 19 million last year.

Rs

967m

Rs

The group’s balance sheet remains strong, and we have
continued to invest during the crisis in line with our longterm plans, including in the hospitality segment in view of
the reopening of borders. ENL invested heavily in Moka City,
the expansion of Bagatelle Mall, the construction of new
showrooms for cars and the development of Bel Ombre,
amongst many initiatives. Total assets grew in excess of 4%
to Rs 78 billion and total equity increased to Rs 41 billion.
Our debt level remained reasonable with the gearing ratio at
37% on 30 June 2021, similar to last year. The strength of the
group’s balance sheet puts it in a position to further leverage
its assets to continue its business development goals.

The COVID-19 virus is now well controlled and Mauritian
borders have reopened since October 2021. As a result,
air access to Mauritius has been eased and we expect the
hospitality industry to significantly reduce its losses. The
increase in sugar price and the remuneration of bagasse as
from the 2021 crop year has given a new lease of life to the
sugar sector which can now contemplate a profitable future.

1.1 bn

The removal of Mauritius from the FATF grey list and the
EU list of high-risk third countries has removed the threat
hanging over the financial services sector and will be
beneficial to the fintech segment. We also expect the other
operating segments to post solid results for the coming year.

Loss after tax

ENL INTEGRATED REPORT 2021

Total assets

2020*: Rs 74.7 bn

41.1 bn

Total equity

2020*: Rs 40.4 bn

Rs

37 %

Gearing

2020*: 37%
*Restated

2020*: Rs 1 bn
*Restated

Fintech, which comprise consumer finance and leasing,
fiduciary activities including corporate and trust services
and technology services; reviewed processes, implemented
stringent cost controls and applied prudent credit policies
concerning its consumer finance business amidst a high-risk
economic environment. These initiatives proved successful
and enabled the segment to revert from a loss-making
situation last year to a profit after tax of Rs 254 million for the
current year.
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Rs

Rs

Outlook

Operating profit

2020*: Rs 596 m

78 bn

Financial position

The group’s balance
sheet remains strong,
and we have continued
to invest during the
crisis in line with our
long-term plans
ENL INTEGRATED REPORT 2021
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The land and investment segment is the backbone of the group and owns most of the group’s land assets as well as most of
its investment portfolio. It also bears all the costs for managing and safeguarding these assets. The segment enables growth
by funding the development of ENL’s other business segments through land sales and structured debt, which explains the
significant finance costs incurred. In the pursuit of innovation and sustainability, two key instruments have enabled the group
to explore and adopt open innovation practices: Compass, a corporate venture fund and Turbine, a start-up incubator and
accelerator.

Cap 23 Ambition

Turbine continued to strengthen its position as the leading
start-up incubator in Mauritius, lining up several partnerships
for B2B programmes, and successful sponsorships during the
year. Moreover, with the launch of its community platform,
10 new experts were onboarded and over 600 potential
candidates for incubation were registered on its database.

Optimise the group’s asset base and land bank utilisation

Strategic Objectives
• Optimise land bank to maximise its value and the financial
return therefrom,
• Support the group’s development by leveraging on its land
bank to raise finance, and
• Grow Turbine into a sustainable organisation which
attracts “A-list start-ups” and influent corporate partners
and investors.

Operating Context

Performance
Revenue amounted to Rs 20 million this year and the
segment incurred a loss after tax of Rs 341 million, including
income of Rs 54 million from the crystallisation of land
conversion rights and finance costs of Rs 271 million.

Rs
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Priorities for the next financial year
• Support the group’s long-term growth

This segment generates revenues mainly from dividend
income and sale of land. As such, it continues to be impacted
by the reduction in dividend streams induced by the
COVID-19 pandemic.

Moka Smart City, a flagship development showcasing ENL’s strategy to
leverage its strategically located land assets to create value sustainably.

During the year, Compass upheld its strategy to focus on its
current portfolio through follow-on investments. As of 30
June 2021, the corporate venture fund’s portfolio was valued
at Rs 234 million and included 7 core investments, 1 fund,
and 8 pre-seed investments, being mainly start-ups that
followed Turbine’s acceleration programme.

• Continued focus on Compass’ existing investment
portfolio to help them grow into mature and sustainable
businesses
• Sustain the contribution to the development of the
Mauritian start-up and innovation ecosystem by furthering
the investments and programs through Turbine

Link to risks
Top group risks (pages 66 to 67)

20 m

Revenue

2020*: Rs 36 m

Rs

341 m

Loss after tax

2020*: Rs 392 m
*Restated
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A key player in the Mauritian sugar cane industry, ENL has diversified its portfolio to include the following activities:
• Landscaping services through ESP Landscapers and agro-supplies trading by Agrex;
• Food crop production in open fields and in green houses following the principles of sustainable agriculture; and
• Farming of poultry and deer.
We also hold 39% in the Eclosia group, the market leader for chicken production and food retailing in Mauritius.

Cap 23 Ambition
Right size sugar cane and further diversify production mix

Strategic Objectives
• Optimise sugar cane production, and
• Enhance efficiency and diversity of non-cane operations.

Our associate Eclosia contributed Rs 18 million to the results
of the group compared to Rs 43 million the previous year, as
it continued to be impacted by the pandemic.

Priorities for the next financial year

Operating Context
The financial year saw a renewed trust in the future of the
sugar industry following the rise in global sugar prices and
the decision for the remuneration of bagasse as from the
next crop year.
On the other hand, non-cane activities remained at subpar
due to reduced demand from the hospitality sector which
remained at a standstill during a major part of the period under
consideration, the borders having remained closed to tourists.

• Renew with replantation of cane fields to take advantage
of the promising operating context
• Improve greenhouse structures and mechanise operations
to decrease operating costs
• Seize opportunities with the reopening of borders to grow
the market share of landscaping in the hotels
• Digitalise the monitoring process of operational key
performance indicators and implement a digital platform
to facilitate communication with contract growers
• Transform the southwest region into an agri-tourism
destination

Performance
Cane

Link to risks

Sugar price per tonne increased from Rs 13,149 to Rs 16,010
thanks to the combined effect of rising sugar prices on the
European markets and favourable exchange rates. Our
performance was nonetheless impacted by the lower sugar
tonnage brought about by a shortfall in cane and sugar
yields. Cane tonnage went down from 302,290 to 220,879
tonnes due to a sub-optimal crop season. The financial year
was also declared an event year by the Sugar Insurance Fund
Board to mitigate the shortage in sugar tonnage. As a result,
a compensation amounting to Rs 72 million was received.

Top group risks (pages 66 to 67)
H Rebound of the cane activities in spite of high production costs

776 m Rs35 m

Rs

Non-cane
Open field food crop production has been satisfactory and
price increases have contributed to improve performance
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in this sub-segment. However, demand for food crop
and poultry remained low due to COVID-19 restrictions
and its effect on hotel and food & beverages customers.
Landscaping and syndic activities have shown resilience
thanks to several property projects.

Revenue

2020*: Rs 790 m

ENL INTEGRATED REPORT 2021

Loss after tax

2020*: Rs 23 m
*Restated

ENL Agri grows a significant part of its
food crop in green houses, a process
that contributes to the sustainability
of its farming practices.
ENL INTEGRATED REPORT 2021
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Our activities under the real estate segment include the following:
• Mixed use property development in the regions of Moka, Gros Bois and Bel Ombre;
• Oficea, a property fund that specialises in the development and management of office spaces; and
• Ascencia, a retail asset fund specialising in the development, management, and operation of shopping malls through Enatt,
property and asset manager.

Cap 23 Ambition

Property Development

Sustain the value creation model, create trendsetting
products, and maintain market leadership

Strategic Objectives
Moka – Maintain position as the leading smart city in
Mauritius and be a destination of choice for businesses and
lifestyle

Operating Context
In a period where risks are abundant, real estate maintained
its position as a safe investment. The segment has sustained
its robust performance despite the combined effect of rising
construction costs and the increasing number of competitors
on the market which put our margins under pressure.

Link to risks

Bel Ombre – Be the reference in the Indian Ocean in terms of
sustainable development

Operating Context

Top group risks (pages 66 to 67)
I

Gros Bois – Be the smart and integrated village of reference in
the South

 ising costs of construction and squeeze of purchasing power may
R
affect sales momentum and trading density

Despite the robust demand for residential land and built
products, the segment was challenged by the following:
• The closure of national borders as a result of the
prolonged COVID-19 crisis impacted access to regional
markets;
• Administrative disruptions caused by the lockdown
delayed sales; and
• Potential buyers delayed the completion of their
purchases to the next financial year to avail of the tax
government incentives applicable in FY22.

Rs
La Place is the heart of the upcoming development
of Gros Bois into a smart city.
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3 bn
Revenue

2020*: Rs 2.8 bn

Rs

1.3 bn

Profit after tax

2020*: Rs 19 m
loss after tax
*Restated
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Performance

Bel Ombre

Performance

Moka Smart City

Despite the economic environment, Heritage Villas Valriche
was able to improve its operating cash flow and gearing
ratios thanks to better than anticipated land sales.

Moka has confirmed its position as a recognised business
destination on the island. Oficea is performing in line with its
target as set out in Cap 23, its three-year business plan. Most
office rentals have been renewed and tenants who left have
been easily replaced. There has been little to no break in
occupancy and the average occupancy rate stood at 96%.

Ascencia has managed to implement the Safe Asset Group’s
#SafeShopping Protocol to maintain a safe shopping
environment for customers. This has proven to be valuable
as the footfall and trading densities have demonstrated
resilience. Two relief plans were introduced to support
tenants through facilities like rental concessions, safe
shopping expenditure and additional marketing spend.
These relief plans were welcomed by tenants.

Priorities for the next financial year

Priorities for the next financial year

– Begin the Telfair project by January 2022 to achieve
sufficient critical mass to create the vibrancy of a city
centre

• Start operations of Les Fascines, a LEED certified building

• Development of a metro station at Phoenix Mall

• Launch of the co-working offering at Les Fascines with a
renowned South African strategic partner

• Launch of the new digital operations platform Infraspeak
which will also involve change management

– Continue running the Moka’mwad program

• Implement the workspitality concept with the launch of
meeting rooms and a conciergerie

• Creation of an Operational Excellence function

Sales of residential and commercial units in Moka remained
buoyant, owing to consistent interest from local buyers.
We signed the first deeds of sale in Telfair and successfully
launched residential land sales at L’Avenir, Helvétia and
Courchamps. The completion of infrastructure works and
the obtention of relevant development permits allowed us
to realise additional sales at Les Promenades d’Helvétia, and
Bagatelle Commercial, as well as launch a new development
phase at Vivéa Business Park. In parallel, we maintained
focus on the overall improvement of customer experience.
Development works in the city maintained a steady pace.
We improved the connectivity and accessibility of Moka
through the completion of a second bridge at Bagatelle,
and a partnership with Government for the M3 interchange
at Verdun will further fluidify the traffic when completed.
We also launched Les Kocottes to foster social and cultural
entrepreneurship.

Rs

Priorities for the next financial year
• Moka
– Achieve Cap 23 land sales target with the launch of
several projects in Helvétia, L’Avenir and Telfair

– Improve transport connectivity in the region

• Launch the construction of some 20,000m2 of offices at
Telfair

• Gros Bois
– Obtain the Smart City certification
– Develop new apartments, small offices, and paramedical
facilities
• Bel Ombre
– Commence infrastructure works for the Second Golf
Course Road and the Morcellement Ouest over 101
arpents of sloping land on Agrïa’s west border

1.5 bn

debt successfully raised
for Moka Smart City

225

Enhance customer experience, optimise management of
malls through use of technology and implement circular
economy initiatives

Strategic Objectives

Operating Context

Position Oficea as the leading brand for offices in Mauritius

Ascencia’s shopping malls demonstrated resilience: the
second lockdown had minimal impact on its operations,
with most tenants resuming their trades immediately postlockdown, excepting leisure offerings.

Operating Context

residential units developed
and sold over past 3 years

vacancy level

Retail
Strategic Objectives

Offices

The last two years have required offices to adapt to new
work habits, employee safety having remained top priority
all throughout the pandemic. Oficea has been able to deliver
fitted out offices to customers, all the while developing its
own brand of workspitality related services.

2.7 %
Rs 9,085

trading density

Post 30 June, Ascencia has transitioned from the
Development and Enterprise market to the Official market of
the Stock Exchange of Mauritius (SEM) and was admitted on
SEM’s Sustainability Index.

Performance
Gros Bois
We made significant investments in public infrastructure
projects to fuel Gros Bois’ growth momentum. Inter alia, we
• Invested Rs 80 million in an international school, and so
in partnership with West Coast International School; the
school started operating in February 2022;
• Created La Place du Village, a development that was
heartily welcomed by the local community; and
• Put freehold land up for sales in the newly created
neighbourhood of Les Jardins. The plots were rapidly sold
out.
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30,000 m

2

of offices

The performance of the retail asset fund has been beyond
expectations in the current context of the global health
crisis. The extension of Bagatelle Mall was well received by
the market, and so was the opening of Decathlon in May
2021. The safety of shoppers, tenants and other stakeholders
remained the priority. During the year,

96 %

occupancy rate

ENL INTEGRATED REPORT 2021
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The segment provides a range of products and services sourced both locally and from a network of trusted global suppliers.
The main businesses are automotive, building materials and eyewear manufacturing, and we strive to be among the leaders
in our markets. We have recently started to represent the global franchise Decathlon in Mauritius. We also provide IT goods
and services to the B2B market through our associated companies.

Cap 23 Ambition

Performance

Increase market share and further develop portfolio of
products and services

Despite the challenging environment, the commerce and
industry segment of our businesses thrived and exceeded
expectations. All companies demonstrated resilience and
delivered strong operational and financial results.

Strategic Objectives
• Optimise the potential of main brands,
• Be customer-centric,
• Launch new business lines and enrich product offering,
and
• Maintain focus on operational excellence.

Operating Context
Over the past two years, the COVID-19 pandemic has caused
major disruptions in our supply chains. The closure of
production units, disturbances in logistics and the semiconductor crisis left our automotive and ICT business units
operating below full capacity. Despite the challenges, local
consumer spending sustained by government relief plans
as well as public and private investment in infrastructure
benefitted to the operations serving the local market.
Depreciation of the Mauritian rupee has led to further
increases in cost of production and freight, putting our
margins under pressure. The exchange rate has however
been favourable to our export-oriented activities, such as the
production and sales of eyewear.

 f note were the commendable results of the building
O
materials cluster which performed well owing to the
buoyancy of the construction industry, and to successful
business development initiatives. Plastinax had a record year
thanks to a stronger portfolio of clients, and to an increase in
orders from existing customers.
During the year we also acquired the franchise for global
sports and athleisure brand Decathlon and opened the
first store in Bagatelle in May 2021. Thanks to the market’s
positive response to the brand’s offer, the company’s
performance and prospects are very good.

Priorities for the next financial year
• Expand core businesses and explore new opportunities to
maintain leadership position
• Maintain focus on client experience and brand
management
• Progress on digitalising the customer journey by
developing innovative and flexible solutions for customers
• Address supply-chain issues and improve sourcing of
products through better operational planning

Link to risks
Top group risks (pages 66 to 67)
G Unprecedented supply chain disruption and decline in margins

Rs
Citroën cars showcased for the
Salon de la mobilité in Moka.
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4 bn

Revenue

2020*: Rs 3.6 bn
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Rs

145 m

Profit after tax

2020*: Rs 43 m
*Restated
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We deliver an integrated holiday experience through well-established brands like Veranda Resorts, Heritage Resorts, Rogers
Aviation and Island Living. We are also the main shareholder in our associated company, New Mauritius Hotels, which
operates the Beachcomber brand.

Cap 23 Ambition

We focused on the local market, and on improving the guest
experience in our hotels, in anticipation of the reopening
of borders. We also invested in business recovery as well as
integrated marketing and communication plans for each
brand.

See the global health crisis through and renew with
profitability

Strategic Objectives
• Prepare for the new normal digitally and sustainably, and
• Grow leisure and hospitality businesses into a new
customer powerhouse.

Operating Context
The hospitality industry is the hardest hit by the COVID-19
pandemic. This year was worse than the previous one with
borders closed for the full year and a second lockdown in
March 2021. Borders have now reopened since October 2021.
We expect the hospitality industry to experience both subtle
and substantial shifts in the post-pandemic era, with some
already apparent today such as the implementation of strict
sanitary protocols.

Performance

Several measures to contain costs and ease cash flow
pressure were taken during the year with a view to alleviate
the impact of the closure of the Mauritian borders on
performance. Government assistance in the form of the
Wage Assistance Scheme, relief on the payment of land
leases and a bond agreement with the Mauritius Investment
Corporation enabled us to see the crisis through.

Priorities for the next financial year
• Launch of Rogers Hospitality, uniting Veranda Leisure and
Hospitality with Island Living to provide a broader range of
holiday experiences under one umbrella
• Leverage customer data to craft tailored products and
services
• Turnaround strategies for non-performing businesses

Link to risks

Our hotels remained closed to incoming visitors for most
of the year. Our teams took this downtime to carry out
maintenance and refurbishment works. We sought and
obtained the Laboratoire International de Bio Analyse’s
certification “FeelSafe” label, in line with our commitment to
prioritise the safety and wellbeing of our stakeholders in the
business.

Rs

Top group risks (pages 66 to 67)
F Mutation of COVID-19 and travel restrictions accentuate the sluggish
pick-up of tourists and sustainability of operations

859 m

Revenue

2020*: Rs 3 bn
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Rs

2.5 bn

Loss after tax

2020*: Rs 690 m
*Restated

Our hospitality product and services offering was
restructured under a unified Rogers Hospitality
brand which was launched at Chateau de Bel Ombre.
ENL INTEGRATED REPORT 2021
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The logistic services is supplied mainly through Velogic. Our logistics and supply chain services cover a broad spectrum of
operations, including Freight forwarding, Customs clearing, Courier service, Domestic transportation and Container services.

Cap 23 Ambition

Notwithstanding the challenges being faced, the segment
was able to achieve strong cash flows thanks to improved
profitability and effective treasury management. The
immediate future remains uncertain as the course of the
pandemic is unpredictable.

Expand horizons and build partnerships

Strategic Objectives

Priorities for the next financial year

• New partners for Velogic,
• Expand geographical footprint in East Africa and India,
• Offer integrated logistics solutions in selected markets,
• Become the best cost operator using technology and BPO
in mature markets, and
• Turnaround business in France.

• Acquisition of 49% shareholding in our Kenyan business
• Expansion of transport for bulk shipments in Kenya and
extension of the geographic coverage in India
• Ongoing negotiation to find a strategic partner for the
French operations
• Listing of Velogic on the Stock Exchange of Mauritius’
second market

Operating Context
Logistics has remained an essential service throughout the
pandemic. Whilst freight forwarding is naturally hedged and
was unaffected by the depreciation of the Mauritian rupee,
volumes continued to be adversely impacted by air traffic,
with airports locked down and a severe capacity crunch in air
cargo. Similarly, ocean freight was challenged with demand
and supply imbalances, global shortage of containers and
congested logistics gateways. While these barriers resulted in
higher air and ocean freight charges, the market experienced
an upturn in e-commerce.

Link to risks
Top group risks (pages 66 to 67)

 hortfall in revenue optimisation triggered by lower airtime and
J S
delayed maritime traffic

Performance
Velogic has consolidated its position as leader on the
Mauritian logistics market. We have maintained our
resilience in a volatile environment thanks to our strategy
to expand geographically and to further enrich our portfolio
of services. Profit after tax increased year-on-year and was
driven for a large part by the freight forwarding business,
where revenues increased despite the volume downturn
because of soaring freight rates across all entities globally.

Rs

Revenue

2020*: Rs 3.2 bn

163 m

Rs

Our logistics services have played a crucial
role in maintaining supply chains open
during the pandemic.

3.8 bn

Profit after tax

2020*: Rs 86 m
*Restated
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The segment provides corporate, technology and financial services to a local and international clientele. We leverage our
deep industry insights in finance, our legacy as a leading corporate player and cutting-edge technology to serve individual
and corporate clients across industries and borders. We are also a significant shareholder in Swan group, a provider of general
and life insurance, as well as fund management and brokerage services.

Cap 23 Ambition
Revisit the business model and scale up rapidly

Strategic Objectives
• Grow market share of consumer finance business,
• Financial and technology services to be more digital, and
• Drive leadership on telecom market.

The year was also marked with new product and service
offerings such as the launch of Rogers Capital Tax Specialist
Services, in November 2020, providing niche and high-value
tax advisory and compliance services to its customers in
Mauritius and overseas; and the deployment of Rogers
Capital Technology Services’ own fibre optic connectivity
network in Ebène Cybercity and Port Louis City Centre.
Meanwhile, the Cybersecurity advisory team strengthened
its position by extending its international connectivity reach
through additional points of presence in seven countries.
The share of profits from associate Swan group contributed
Rs 233 million to the group’s results.

Operating Context
Fintech activities have continued to be impacted by the
general business downturn. Thankfully, the impact of the
inclusion of Mauritius on FATF’s grey list and EU’s list of highrisk third countries was contained and proved to be marginal
on performance.
Mauritius has now been removed from the FATF grey list and
EU's list of high-risk third countries. This development will
benefit the corporate services business.

Priorities for the next financial year
• Develop process automation and increase usage of
recently developed digital enablers
• Deploy an ultra-fast, nationwide optic fibre connectivity
network
• Progress on establishing a strategic partnership to reduce
funding costs
• Enhance customer experience via improved digitisation

Performance
Despite the challenging economic climate, the segment
showed resilience and delivered strong results thanks to:
• Productivity gains from business process re-engineering,
digitalisation, and higher chargeability ratios,

Link to risks
Top group risks (pages 66 to 67)
K Exogenous and macro-economic factors hinder growth prospects

• Benefits of stronger business development for all services,
and
• A decrease in provision for loss allowances on receivables
owing to stringent cost controls and prudent credit
policies.

Rs

992 m Rs254 m
Revenue

2020*: Rs 957 m

Profit after tax

2020*: Rs 25 m
loss after tax
*Restated
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Rogers Capital maintained agility during the year, and improved the
management of its credit finance offering.
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Risk

Management
Chairman's Statement

“The future is ours to
shape, and we aim at
making a difference
in the marketplace by
seizing opportunities and
effectively managing our
risks hence, achieving our
business potential.”
Mushtaq Oosman, Chairman, Audit and
Risk Management Committee

Global efforts of countries to free themselves from the
shackles of COVID-19 virus are gradually paving the way
to recovery and rebound of economies and businesses
across the globe.
On the local front, the challenges faced by the hospitality
segment in terms of financial sustainability remains on top
of the risk radar. In such turbulent economic conditions,
several of our served markets being highly dependent on
imports face the systemic challenges namely supply chain
disruption, depreciated Mauritian rupee, hike in costs of
imports, freight and inflationary pressures which are likely
to persist in 2022. Contrastingly, entities of the group
engaged in exports of goods/services sector and property
development/management are seizing opportunities
brought about by the COVID-19 crisis, i.e. logistics, real estate
and fintech segments.
The lingering effect of the pandemic also brings forward
the dominant issue pertaining to sustainability of our
businesses. The unfolding reality of climate change and its
vulnerabilities to our operations is no longer an emerging
risk. The group is cementing its approach to Environmental,
Social and Governance (ESG) by integrating sustainability
elements in its structure, business strategy, and operations.
(read more in the Driving Impact section)
As the next financial year looks promising for rebound; this
also brings along a rapidly changing risk landscape driven
by external influences. During the year, the Committee set
the focus on various areas highlighted below and further
detailed in the Corporate governance report.

Deep-dives of the year

Risk management

IT & Information
Security

• Half-yearly review of key
residual risks of each served
market including oversight on
Rogers group.

• Implementation of network
and email security tools &
deployment of e-learning
platform

• Emerging risks of 2022 and 2031
(source: Protiviti)

• Cyber risk assessments and
cyberattack metrics
• IT Incident response and COBIT
implementation

Internal Audit
• Value-for-money, working
capital management audits,
operational and process reviews
• AML-CFT audit for Company
Secretariat
• Monitoring of progress
over implementation of
recommendations for past audits

Data Privacy

Compliance with
AML-CFT

Health & Safety

• Implementation of the data
privacy compliance framework,
data privacy culture and
awareness plan for ENL
Community including e-learning

• Implementation of AML-CFT
practices for real estate segment
and training for teams and
ARMC members on AML-CFT

• COVID-19 sanitary measure and
vaccination updates

• Metrics on data breaches,
‘Privacy by design’ and ‘Data
privacy impact assessment’

• Metrics on high-risk clients and
suspicious transactions (STR)

• Updates on key OSH legal and
compliance matters and audit
report findings
• Progress over renewal of ‘Fire
Certificates’, accidents at work,
and training/sensitisation

Through the group’s risk management framework, ENL is apprised of its key existing and emergent risks inherent to its business
operations. Refer to the risk profile section. The risk management framework which captures the governance structure,
and the harmonised enterprise risk management (ERM) framework is available on ENL website, www.enl.mu.
During the year, we aimed at evolving and adapting our risk management approach and thus, improve our risk agility
throughout. With the support of an external consultant, a diagnosis of the risk management approach uncovered
improvement areas which are being tackled. Re-engineering of the risk management approach is translated in terms of a
roadmap geared towards improving a risk-opportunity mindset and risk maturity across the group.
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Roadmap to enhance enterprise risk management
Roadmap Pillars

Dynamic risk heatmap
2022

2023

Permeate a risk and opportunity preparedness culture across the group

Regular insight sharing on ‘emerging risks, trends and opportunities’

Our risk profile is a summary of risks at group level, i.e. those risks cut across the group’s served markets and are therefore
significant for ENL and risks specific to served markets. The key residual risks of ENL and how those risks have evolved are
translated on a ‘Risk heatmap’.
The principal risks depicted on the diagram are the outcome of discussions with Senior Management and Audit and Risk
Committee (ARMC) members to identify and prioritise those risks that can impact ENL. Tier 1 risks, those in the upperrighthand quadrant, are of greater concern. The symbol ‘X’ in the heatmap below denotes the risk position of last year.

Training and upskilling program for managers and team leaders
Dynamic risk heatmap of ENL group

Increase risk ownership and revisit of the ‘Risk and Opportunity Champions’ model

Deployment of the integrated risk management approach linked to business objectives

Dedicated risk meetings at the ARMC level

Tier 1 risks

Perceived Impact

Integrating risk and opportunity monitoring for entities within Cap 23 objectives’
monitoring. Leverage on digital platforms for risk oversight

X
X
H

B

Periodic risk conversations with group heads, GMs and managers

J

X

F

A
X

C I

Keys
Risk trends:

G

Nature of risks:

D X
X

E

X Risk posture - last FY
Group risk

Served market risk

J

Update of group risk management statement and framework

Likelihood

As a closing note, I would like to thank the ARMC members, the Group’s Chief Executive Officer, the management team, and all
fellow contributors for their relentless commitment throughout the year.
Group risks

Served markets' risks

A

Economic uncertainties driven by persistent COVID-19

B

Evolving customer preferences and greater client experience

C

Mobility of talents and changing expectations of the workforce

Mushtaq Oosman

D

Vulnerabilities to climate change and rising ESG expectations

Chairman

E

Technology, security and digitalisation risks

Audit and Risk Management Committee
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F

Mutation of COVID-19 and travel restrictions accentuate the
sluggish pick-up of tourists and sustainability of operations.

G

Unprecedented supply chain disruption and decline in margins

H

Rebound of the cane activities in spite of high production costs

I

Rising costs of construction and failing purchasing power may
affect sales momentum and trading density

J

Shortfall in revenue optimisation triggered by lower airtime and
delayed maritime traffic

K

Exogenous and macro-economic factors hinder growth
prospects
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Our risk profile
Top group risks
Our challenges and their impact

How we respond

Opportunities

• Business resilience plans encompass several initiatives in line
with Cap 23 objectives.

• Accelerating sales and development
plans for the real estate segment,
strengthening our stock management
and supply chain, implementation of
‘Vivacis’ programme and ‘Command &
Conquer’ initiative.

Link to Strategic Focus areas

Capitals impacted

A Economic uncertainties compounded by persistent effects of COVID-19
Slow recovery of the global and local economy driven by the emergence
of new COVID-19 variants, supply chain congestion and disruption,
rising energy costs, devalued Mauritian rupee and inflationary pressures
constrain sectorial growth opportunities.
Impact:
• Sustainability of performance of key served markets and key
investments of the group.
• Rise in prices of products and services having direct incidence on
consumption pattern and adverse impact on revenue streams.
• Ability to secure funding from institutions at attractive cost of capital
and desired covenants which will hinder development plans.
• Heightened credit risk of players, across industries.

• Consolidate expansion of shopping malls (Bagatelle Extension)
and real estate developments in Moka, Gros Bois and Bel Ombre
regions.
• Integration of hotels and leisure activities through ‘Rogers
Hospitality’ to gain synergies and cost benefits while offering a
differentiated customer experience.

Operational
excellence

Customercentricity

• Secure equity and debt funding with long-term tenors to further
propel development plans and maintain cost containment
measures especially for loss-making segments.

Financial

Manufactured

Human

• Regular monitoring of performance of subsidiaries and
investments by the Board.

Low

Risk rating after mitigation

High

B Evolving customer preferences and greater client experience
• In the backdrop of growing competition and declining purchasing
power, the key risk resides in the group’s ability to adapt rapidly to
evolving customer needs and secure product availability despite
supply chain disruptions.

• A new pole created at corporate office dedicated to customer
data-strategy and data governance.

• Difficulties to fully tap on ‘big data’ potential to increase marketing
opportunities, real-time market intelligence and new product/service
developments.

• Increased reliance on digital and innovation to offer superior
brand experience to customers.

• Sales and marketing strategies revisited based on customers’ and
competitors’ insights.

Low

• Deployment of data-driven marketing,
culture, and customer engagement
plans.

Customercentricity

Intellectual

• DPA and GDPR rules being solidified and
deployed across the customer journey.

Manufactured

Risk rating after mitigation

High

C Mobility of talents and changing expectations of the workforce
• Increased mobility of key personnel, shortage or departure of skilled/
qualified employees and insufficient succession planning which may
impact on our strategy execution.
• Shifts in expectations and aspirations of the new generation not being
met for sustainability of the business.

• Investment in our people, securing new talents through
performance & reward schemes, reinforce the ‘employee-value
proposition’, integrate ‘diversity’ and ongoing training to help our
teams achieve their potential and higher productivity.
• Monitor and improve employee engagement level through
surveys, planned every 2 years.

Low

• Successful deployment of the
#myInPACT engagement programme.

Teams

Financial

• Secured the ‘Great Place to Work’
certification for 15 subsidiaries in
December 2021.

Human

Risk rating after mitigation

High

D Vulnerabilities to climate change and rising ESG expectations
Combined effect of transition and physical risks associated with climate
change may entail in:

From an ESG standpoint, key initiatives are:

• Forthcoming changes in policies and regulations as the country aims
at reduction of its carbon footprint by 2030.

• Environmental: Actions devised by each served market revolve
around renewable energy (launch of this new activity pole),
waste management and certifications amongst others.

• Disruption in businesses operations due to harsher climate changes,
e.g. rising sea level, severe cyclones, flash floods, biodiversity loss.
• Scrutiny of investors and stakeholders to environmental, social and
governance (ESG) considerations of the business.

• Governance: Integrating sustainability plans in business models.

• Deployment of several projects such as
Waste management and investments in
renewable energy.

Sustainability

Financial

• SEMSI listing was secured in February
2022.

• Social: Consolidate our strong footprint in helping communities
(CSR) and drive entrepreneurship and innovation culture.

Low

Natural

Manufactured

Risk rating after mitigation

High

E Technology, security and digitalisation risks
• IT and security-related risks taking the form of evolving cyber threats,
threats to loss of confidential data and data privacy, given increasing
business dependency on networked system and connected devices
(IOT).
• Risks associated with connectivity to our devices and internet as well
as delays in adoption of disruptive technology.

• Continuous focus on digital transformation, automation of
processes, use of RPAs in operations and e-commerce to gain
competitive advantage in line with Cap 23 strategic goals.

Operational
excellence

• The Group CISO function enabled materialisation of key
initiatives to uplift 1) IT & Security processes, 2) people
awareness and 3) technology security platforms.

Low
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• Deployment of network and e-learning
tools for security of workstations and
increased awareness for our teams.
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Human

Intellectual

Risk rating after mitigation

High
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Top served markets’ risks
The table summarises the key inherent risks, linked to the strategic objectives of each served market, and corresponding
strategic responses geared to achievement of set goals.

Served markets Our challenges and their impact

How we respond

Opportunities

Link to Strategic focus areas

Capitals impacted

Customercentricity

Financial

F Mutation of COVID-19 and travel restrictions accentuate the sluggish pick-up of tourists and sustainability of
operations

Hospitality

• Financial sustainability of hotel activities being
put under strain driven by the outbreak and
new waves of COVID-19 variants.
• Unforeseen lockdown in several countries,
travel restrictions, and ‘red-listing’ of countries
nurture the ‘fear of travel’ and thus, lower
tourist arrivals.

Impact: low room occupancy and high fixed costs
in spite of having implemented cost containment
measures. Heightened liquidity risk.

• Resilience of the segment is underpinned
by our strategy of rigorous working capital
management comprising of the ‘valueoffering’ and sanitary protocol.
• Diversification of the revenue base by
refining the product pricing strategies, close
monitoring of forward bookings, increased
use of digital advertising for brand visibility.

• Integrating hotels and leisure activities to offer
differentiated products.
• Finalised support from MIC. Negotiated
moratorium on foreign currency-denominated
loans.
• Recruitment of key personnel to consolidate
marketing and digitalisation teams.

• Collaboration with authorities such as MTPA
to promote the destination and our brands.

Operational
excellence

Human

Risk rating after mitigation
Low
High

G Unprecedented supply chain disruption and decline in margins

Commerce & • Supply chain disruptions, semi-conductor crisis
industry
and slow-down in global supply likely to persist
in 2022, driven by the COVID-19 variants, thus
affecting our growth ambition.

• Hike in costs of intrants and associated costs
(foreign exchange and freight).
• Fierce competitive rivalry and battle of main
competitors to seize higher market share.

Impact: stock run-out and lost sales, higher

selling prices affecting customer demand and
profitability margins.

• Leverage on our customer service and
wide array of products to offer suitable
alternatives to retain and attract clients.

• The building materials companies secured higher
stock holdings to meet demands of the booming
construction sector.

• Improve our supply chain resilience by
increasing product portfolio diversity, stock
ordering limits, negotiation with suppliers to
secure attractive pricing.

• Secured the Decathlon flagship brand which will
be an important revenue stream.

Operational
excellence

Financial

Manufactured

• Sustain our market competitiveness and
appeal through aggressive sales strategy and
product visibility to boost sales volume.

Human

Risk rating after mitigation
Low
High

H Rebound of the cane activities in spite of high production costs

Agroindustry

Cane activities
• Shrinking tonnage over years and lower cane
yield (ENL Agri and Agrïa) due to bad crop
season and extended crop period.
• Restrictive labour regulations governing sugar
sector resulting in high production costs.
Other activities
• Drop in demand from hotels and more
aggressive ‘price-service’ by competitors are
the main challenges to revenue and profit
margin optimisation.

• Grow revenue through expanding food crop
and farming. Review our cost model through
cost controls and alternative sourcing and
labour force to contain maintenance cost.

• Capitalise on high sugar prices and valorisation
of biomass, from Rs 137 to Rs 3,300 per sugar
tonne, to fuel cane replantation strategies and
investment in operations.

Operational
excellence

• Seize the momentum of opened borders
to be more aggressive in marketing and
customer centricity to sustain and broaden
our clients’ portfolio. Maintain high quality
of products and services.

Natural

Financial

Risk rating after mitigation
Low
High

Manufactured

Impact: higher costs of intrants driven by the

lingering effects of COVID-19. Shortfall in revenue
and profits.
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Served markets Our challenges and their impact

How we respond

Opportunities

Link to Strategic focus areas

Capitals impacted

Customercentricity

Financial

I Rising costs of construction and squeeze of purchasing power may affect sales momentum and trading density

Real
estate

Property development and sales:
• Rise in product prices and delays in project
completion risks mainly driven by ‘double-digit’
percentage increase in construction costs and
delays in receipt of construction materials
impacting project completion.
• Increase in supply of new Grade A office buildups which put more pressure on occupancy and
rates.

Shopping Malls:
• Macro-economic uncertainties w.r.t changes
in consumers shopping habits, high inflation,
falling purchasing power coupled with
reinforcement of sanitary measures may have a
direct incidence on trading density.

Impact: slight potential decrease in property

sales thereby affecting cash generation. For
malls, exposed to fall rent-to-income turnover
ratio and hence, lower financial valuation of
investment properties (IPs).

• Review the pricing strategy, construction
methods and materials sourcing to remain
competitive.

• Accelerated the launch of new projects for
residential build-ups and offices in Moka and
Telfair.

• Sustain our marketing strategy by leveraging
on the integrated development model of
Moka.

• Extension of Bagatelle mall – 42 Market Street,
Decathlon and forthcoming renovation of
Phoenix mall

• Accelerate the launch of new residential
products and uplift our qualitative offer for
offices to nurture customer appetite and
optimise revenue streams.

• Successful negotiation with Metro Express in
Phoenix Mall.

Operational
excellence

• For malls, sustain investment in terms of
infrastructure, secure new international
brands and digital experience for our tenants
and visitors – all geared to enhance trading
density and shoppers’ appeal.

Manufactured

Human

• Maintain tenant relief plan and constant
follow-up of tenants’ performance. Close
review of high-risk debtors.
Risk rating after mitigation
Low
High

J Shortfall in revenue optimisation triggered by lower airtime and delayed maritime traffic

Logistics

Operational
excellence

Lower logistics activities likely to be maintained
due to:

• Ongoing efforts to diversify the client base
(both locally and in Kenya) and use of assets.

• Seizing opportunities brought about by the
COVID-19 crisis led to higher profitability.

• Reduction in air and maritime traffic, worsened
by issues faced by the national carrier, and
lack of shipping containers creating delays in
imports and exports.

• Credit protection insurance in place in
geographies, where the protection is
available.

• Focusing on potential partnership for Velogic
France.

• Heightened freight cost and strong foreign
exchange causing lower demand.
• Systemic credit risk driven by the sub-par
performance of key economic sectors.

• Adapting to the current situation is key to
provide alternative solutions to clients.

• Invest more in automation of internal processes
to gain efficiencies and offer better customer
experience.

Financial

Human

Risk rating after mitigation
Low
High

Impact: lower sales volume due to drop in
arrivals/shipments.

K Exogenous and macro-economic factors hinder growth prospects

Fintech

• In spite of de-listing of Mauritius by the FATF
and European Commission, Rogers Corporate
remains exposed to changes in compliance
requirements, legislations, tax laws and
monitoring by the FSC and other regulatory
bodies.

• Business impact assessment of new/changes
in legislations and treaties to adopt effective
measures including regular training of teams
and audits.

• Squeeze of household income accentuated by
COVID-19 effects (i.e. rising inflation, devalued
Mauritian rupee) is a threat to the growth of
the consumer finance segment and recovery of
receivables.

• Consumer finance being reorganised and
scaled up.

Impact: reputational damage to the brand, loss

of clients and revenue streams in event of noncompliance. Also, exposed to delayed recoveries
and write-off of receivables’ slate.
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Customercentricity

• Rogers Technology securing new contracts
thereby broadening client base.

Financial

• Leverage on digitalisation to enrich the customer
experience journey.

• Focus on marketing more value-added
offerings in all segments.

Operational
excellence

Human

• Review of the ‘consumer finance’ portfolio
mix in line with growth ambitions.
• Consolidate recovery team in consumer
finance business.
Risk rating after mitigation
Low
High
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